Channel covariance is emerging as a critical ingredient of the acquisition of instantaneous channel state information (CSI) in multi-user Massive MIMO systems operating in frequency division duplex (FDD) mode. In this context, channel reciprocity does not hold, and it is generally expected that covariance information about the downlink channel must be estimated and fed back by the user equipment (UE). As an alternative CSI acquisition technique, we propose to infer the downlink covariance based on the observed uplink covariance. This inference process relies on a dictionary of uplink/downlink covariance matrices, and on interpolation in the corresponding Riemannian space; once the dictionary is known, the estimation does not rely on any form of feedback from the UE. In this article, we present several variants of the interpolation method, and benchmark them through simulations.
I. INTRODUCTION
Massive MIMO [1] is a potential technology to provide the breakthroughs expected from fifth-generation (5G) wireless communication systems in terms of data rates and number of supported devices. Accurate and up-to-date channel state information (CSI) is a critical parameter in the operation of Massive MIMO [2] . In the case of time-division duplex (TDD) operation, CSI can be obtained efficiently via channel reciprocity. For FDD systems, on the other hand, obtaining CSI requires over-the-air feedback 1 ; in the Massive MIMO case, because of the dimensions of the involved channels, the required amount of downlink reference symbols and feedback have the potential to significantly reduce the overall spectral efficiency of the system. Several authors [5] , [6] have proposed to make use of second-order statistical information, and more precisely BTSside channel covariance information, to optimize CSI acquisition. It has been shown that the amount of traning dedicated to instantaneous CSI estimation can be significantly reduced, when prior covariance information is available. Although these works do not cover the question of how the covariance information is obtained, covariance feedback (and quantization) has been extensively studied [7] ; however, continuous feedback of covariance information from the UE to the BTS reduces the fraction the uplink capacity actually available to transmit data. It is the object of the present article to propose a technique to estimate the covariance information on the downlink channel of a Massive MIMO system, based on the observed covariance of the uplink channel, i.e. without requiring continuous covariance feedback. An approach to solve this problem was suggested in [8] , based on resampling the covariance for a different wavelength using cubic splines; however this method is only applicable to uniform linear arrays (ULA). Conversely, the scheme proposed in this article is based on a dictionary of pairs of known uplink/downlink covariance matrices. When a new uplink covariance matrix is observed, the corresponding downlink covariance is estimated through interpolation over a Riemannian space, using the elements of the dictionary. The advantages of the proposed scheme over state of the art techniques are:
• unlike [8] , no assumptions on the array geometry are required, and it is not required that the same set of BTS antennas are used for the uplink and downlink transmission;
• it does not rely on feedback on the uplink, apart from an initial training phase;
• it achieves a better estimation accuracy than the competing approaches (see Section IV).
In Section II, we introduce the system model. Several variants of the proposed interpolation method are discussed in Section III. The performance of the proposed scheme is benchmarked in Section IV, and its algorithmic complexity is discussed in Section V.
Notations: E{·} denotes the expectation, (·) T and (·) H respectively denote the transpose and the Hermitian transpose, and . F is the Frobenius norm. The set of complex Hermitian positive definite matrices of dimension N × N is denoted S ++ N (C).
II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND MODEL
Let us consider the MIMO channel between a base station (BTS) and a single-antenna user equipment (UE). We assume that during the downlink transmission phase, the base station uses N T antennas to transmit, while during the uplink phase, the base station uses N R antennas to receive signals from the UE. Note that it is usually assumed that the same BTS antennas are used for the uplink and the downlink phases -and indeed this can be construed as a special case of the considered setting; however the more general case considered in this article is of practical importance. Let h denote the N T -dimensional vector containing the channel coefficients between the BTS antennas and the single UE antenna, while h UL denotes the N R -dimensional vector of uplink channel coefficients.
Using these notations, the scalar signal y UE received at the UE during downlink transmission can be written (omitting noise)
where x BT S is the N T -dimensional vector of signals transmitted by the BTS, while during uplink transmission, the received N R -dimensional signal at the BTS is
where x UE denotes the scalar signal transmitted by the singleantenna UE.
Considering CSI estimation on the downlink, if no prior information about the channel statistics is available, a reference sequence of length at least N T is required to estimate h. For a channel coherence time T, the fraction of channel use dedicated to data is upper bounded by (T − N T )/T which is problematic for large values of N T (massive MIMO regime). In [6] , it is considered how the knowledge of second-order channel statistics can help with CSI acquisition. Let us further assume that the coefficients of h are correlated, and that it can be written as
where • R is the N T × N T BTS-side covariance matrix of the downlink channel (which is typically assumed constant for a given location of the UE)
• w is an N T -dimensional vector with independent, unit variance coefficients capturing the fast fading.
If R is known and rank limited (equal to N RL ), it is shown in [9] , [6] that the length of the training sequence can be reduced from N T to N RL , thereby reducing the amount of pilot symbols required to estimate h.
Similar to the downlink case where R = E hh H , we let R UL denote the BTS-side correlation matrix of the uplink channel, i.e.
III. DOWNLINK COVARIANCE ESTIMATION THROUGH INTERPOLATION
We now describe the proposed downlink covariance estimation technique which is the object of this paper.
A. General idea
The method is based on a dictionary of covariance matrix pairs; let us denote R i and R UL i the respective downlink and uplink covariance matrices corresponding to the i-th element of the dictionary (the index i can refer to an instant of measurement or a position of the UE; see Figure 1 ). A general mathematical relation between R i and R UL i does not exist, but since they originate from the same physical environment, we 
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User Equipment during exploitation period (b) Exploitation phase (covariance CSI interpolated from stored dictionary). expect the same pair of uplink/downlink covariance matrices to occur again if the same or another UE happens to be in the same geometrical position at a later time. When a new uplink covariance matrix R UL is observed on the uplink, we propose to estimate the corresponding downlink covariance R based on R UL and on the dictionary of known uplink/downlink covariances. Therefore, our scheme is divided in two phases:
• A training phase: at least one UE feeds back R i for one or many positions such that we store a dictionary of matching pairs (R i , R UL i ) ( Figure 1a ). The uplink and downlink covariances are assumed to have been measured for the same physical location of a given UE.
• An exploitation phase: the BTS observes R UL and interpolates R based on the stored dictionary ( Figure  1b ). Thus, no feedback is involved in this phase.
The interpolation of the exploitation phase is performed in the space of Hermitian positive definite matrices viewed as a Riemannian space. 
B. Interpolation from a fixed dictionary of covariances
During the exploitation phase, we assume that a dictionary of K downlink/uplink covariance matrix pairs
is available thanks to the training mechanism already described.
1) Estimator as a weighted barycenter:
For any uplink covariance R UL observed during the exploitation phase, we deduce the corresponding R based on the dictionary by interpolating in the space of Hermitian positive definite matrices. We propose to define the interpolated value of the downlink covariance corresponding to R UL as the barycenter of
with d(·, ·) a distance defined in the space of positive definite matrices chosen amongst the distances presented in Table I . The weights will be chosen based on the relative position of R UL to the uplink covariance matrices from the dictionary (see Section III-B3 below).
2) Computation of the barycenter: The minimization problem given by eq. (4) should be solved by using the Riemannian metric associated to d(·, ·). Let us briefly introduce a basic tool of Riemannian optimization: the Riemannian exponential map V → exp X (V) is an operator indexed by X ∈ S ++ N (C) mapping the tangent space at X (i.e. the space of gradient vectors originating at X) onto an element of S ++ N (C), which is the result of the geodesic shooting from X with speed V; see for example [10] for more details on Riemannian tools.
Closed-form expression for the solution of (4) can be obtained when considering the Euclidean or log-Euclidean metric; the Euclidean metric yieldŝ
while the log-Euclidean metric yieldŝ
As for the affine invariant metric, the barycenter has to be computed numerically through a gradient descent algorithm, as follows: we initialize the gradient descent with the log-Euclidean barycenter X 0 =R LE . We then update iteratively X t until convergence with (see for example [11] )
3) Choice of the interpolation weights: Obviously, the performance of the estimator depends critically on the choice of the weights in (4). We consider three choices for the interpolation weights:
• Nearest neighbor method We let
In that case, the solution of the barycenter problem given by eq. (4) is trivial because there is almost surely only one w i that is nonzero.
• Mirror-interpolation method
The mirror-interpolation method consists in mirroring the interpolation in the space of uplink covariance matrices into the space of downlink matrices. Intuitively, it assumes that the structure of the dictionary of uplink covariance matrices is similar to the structure of the dictionary of downlink matrices in the sense that the respective barycenters (with the same weights) in the uplink and downlink spaces are corresponding. Specifically, we choose the weights such that R UL is as close as possible to being a weighted barycenter of the uplink covariance matrices. In the ideal case where R UL is the exact barycenter of (R UL 1 , ..., R UL K ) with weights w 1 , ..., w K , this consists in choosing the weights such that
In order to avoid ambiguity in this definition (there might be multiple sets of weights fulfilling this property), we restrict our consideration to a set of K s ≤ K uplink covariances closest to R UL (see below for the choice of K s ); we denote this set (up to a change of indices) by (R UL 1 , ..., R UL Ks ). We then choose the interpolation weights as (compare with (9)): If K s > N 2 R , then rank(M H M) < K s , i.e. the nullspace of M H M is nonempty, and the choice of w is not unique, which can deteriorate the performances of the interpolation; in order to avoid this underlearning effect, we choose K s = min(N 2 R , K).
• Kernel interpolation method
Let ϕ be a decreasing function, also referred to as the kernel function. We define the barycenter weights based on the distance to the interpolated point:
.
The barycenter given by eq. (4) with weights given by eq. (11) is the Riemannian equivalent of classical kernel smoothing and more specifically of kernel regression [12] . Indeed, in the Euclidean space, kernel regression aims to find a non-linear relation between two random variables X and Y by estimating E[Y |X]. In the kernel framework, the density of the couple (X, Y ) is estimated from a sample (
with f 1 and f 2 two density functions symmetric with respect to 0. If we observe x, the corresponding y is "regressed" by the conditional expectation
Using the analogy x ↔ R UL , y ↔ R and f 1 ↔ ϕ( . ), (4) can be interpreted as an Euclidean barycenter with kernel weights corresponding to eq. (11).
Here we propose to use the Gaussian kernel function ϕ σ (r) = e −r 2 /2σ 2 . The parameter σ (called bandwidth) represents the disparity of the dictionary and must be estimated. We suggest a criterion inspired from the mirror-interpolation method, whereby we minimize the same function as in (10) over the single variable σ:
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
We now present simulated performance results corresponding to the various interpolation methods presented in the previous section, and compare them with state-of-the-art techniques.
A. Simulated scenario
We consider an array of N R = N T antennas communicating with a single user at distance D uniformly distributed in the interval [100, 900] meters. In order to capture the limited angular spread under which the UE is seen at the BTS, the channel is generated using the ring model of [13] , with Fig. 2 : Illustration of a ray tracing model: the UE antenna is assumed to be surrounded by scatterers randomly located in a ball of radius r (black and white bullets respectively represent antennas and scatterers).
scatterers uniformly distributed in a ball of radius r ∈ [1, 100] meters containing N S = 1000 scatter points (see Figure 2) . A ray tracing model with a simple quadratic pathloss is assumed, whereby the covariance R = (R ij ) 1≤i,j≤N of the channel at wavelength λ is then modeled by [13] 
where P is the received power at the user side and P N the power of thermal noise, d S l Ai denotes the distance between the l-th scatterer and the i-th BTS antenna, and with δ ii = 1 and δ ij = 0 if i = j.
The parameters of the simulated scenario are the following: K (equal to 50, 100, 150, 300 or 500) pairs of uplink/dowlink correlation matrices in the dictionary. Each pair is generated by randomly placing a single-antenna user surrounded by a ball of scatterers (Fig. 2) . The random position of the UE antenna is taken uniformly in the area at distance comprised around 100m to 900m around the antenna array. The N R = N T = 10 BTS antennas are placed either in a uniform linear array (denoted by ULA), or randomly drawn uniformly in a square (denoted by random array geometry). The uplink and dowlink channels operate at different frequencies (downlink at 1.8 GHz, uplink at 1.9 GHz or 2.8 GHz). For each position of the UE, the uplink/downlink covariance matrices are obtained through the sample covariance computed from L = 1000 realizations of the channel h. A realization of the channel is the random vector h = R 1 2 w with w ∼ CN (0, I N ). Note that R depends on the UE location according to (13) .
We will compare the three dictionary-based estimation procedures of Section III (namely, nearest neighbor, mirror interpolation, and kernel interpolation) with the following approaches:
• No conversion: the downlink covariance matrix is estimated by assuming that it is equal to the uplink covariance matrix:R = R UL (note that this is possible since we assume N R = N T in our simulation setup).
• Spline-based interpolation: this is the geometrybased interpolation scheme from [8] , which relies on the fact that the downlink covariance function is a dilatation of the uplink covariance function in the case of a ULA. The covariance coefficients are interpolated by a cubic spline.
• Perfect feedback: we assume that the downlink covariance is estimated by the UE and fed back without quantization to the BTS. This constitutes a best-case performance benchmark, and neglects the cost of overthe-air feedback.R remains affected by the estimation noise due to the sample covariance estimator.
B. Performance Results
We evaluate the performance of the proposed method in terms of the quality of the estimation of the downlink covariance matrix itself, through the average mean square error (MSE) d AI (R,R) 2 obtained by Monte-Carlo simulation. The results are presented in Figures 3 and 4 for two possible choices of the frequency gap between the uplink and downlink bands (1.8/1.9GHz and 1.8/2.8GHz). Note that the spline-based method and the perfect feedback method are not dictionary-based, and therefore their performance does not depend on K. Figure 3 presents a comparison between the nearestneighbor dictionary based method (evaluated for various choices of the distance on S ++ N (C)) with three reference approaches (no conversion, spline approximation, and perfect feedback). It can be observed that the Nearest Neighbor estimator performs better than the spline method and the naive method consisting in assuming thatR = R UL , when the frequency gap is big or the geometry of antenna random. Indeed, the dilatation hypothesis of the spline method requires the frequency gap to be small. Moreover, when the geometry of antennas is random, the spline method is unappplicable whereas the performances of interpolation-based estimators are similar to the uniform linear array case.
In Figure 4 , we compare the performance of the various dictionary-based methods proposed in this article (mirror interpolation, kernel interpolation, nearest neighbor). The gains of the kernel and the mirror-interpolation with respect to the nearest neighbor method for non-Euclidean geometry can be explained by the exploitation of the information of multiple neighbors instead of one. The log-Euclidean metric coupled with the kernel interpolation or the mirror-interpolation provides the optimal performance among the considered methods. As for the choice of the metric, the log-Euclidean and the affine invariant ones outperform the Euclidean metric that does not take into account the constraints of the space of positive definite matrices.
V. COMPLEXITY OF INTERPOLATION SCHEMES
The complexity of the interpolation scheme and of the computation of the weights is summarized in Table II . C(K, N T ) represents the complexity of the Riemannian gradient descent used for the computation of the barycenter for the affine invariant metric; since this is an iterative algorithm, this complexity is difficult to evaluate as it depends on the required accuracy. The complexity of the interpolation methods is strongly related to the complexity of the computation of K logarithms of matrices of size N × N (equal to O(KN 3 ) for a simple algorithm). In practice, the gradient descent is the limiting factor for the affine invariant metric. The log-Euclidean metric acts like Euclidean metric once we consider the logarithm of every covariance matrix. The complexity then differs only from the computation of these matrix logarithms. Table III shows the elapsed time for the computation of one interpolation matrix for a DualCore processor (at 1.9GHz/2.5GHz). The log-Euclidean metric provides a favorable efficiency/speed tradeoff. 
VI. CONCLUSION
We presented estimators of the covariance of the downlink channel between a base station and a single-antenna UE interpolated from the uplink covariance matrix and a dictionary of uplink/dowlink pairs of covariance matrices collected during a training phase. The simulations illustrate the advantages of the interpolation schemes in the case where the array geometry is random and the carrier frequency gap is large. In particular, amongst the considered methods, the kernel interpolation and mirror-interpolation used with a log-Euclidean metric emerge as estimators combining performance and reasonably low computational requirements.
